
L1 PENETRATING OIL    
BREAKS THROUGH 
RUST

Powerful penetrating formula for versatile applications in cars, 

workshops, households. Quick and effective, deeply penetrates corroded 

surfaces and dissolves metal oxides. Facilitates disassembly of corroded 

joints, bolts, nuts, locks, etc. Characterized by a low VOC emission. Safe on 

painted surfaces. Durable anti-corrosion protection (absorbs water).

PRODUCT CODE: GUL1-12EU                        VOLUME: 380 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722158297
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L2 LUBRICATING OIL    
MAXIMUM LUBRICITY 
AND PROTECTION 

Lubricating oil, stops squeaks and reduces friction metal-metal, metal-

rubber and metal-plastic joints. In addition, the product lubricates and 

eases rusted joints and protects against rust and corrosion. Displaces 

water from electrical wiring components (spark plugs, distributors, 

battery and cable terminals, wires). Useful in starting engines affected by 

moisture. Forms a layer that protects rubber components against 

hardening at low temperatures. Makes rubber components flexible.

PRODUCT CODE: GUL2-12EU                        VOLUME: 380 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722158303

L6 WHITE LITHIUM GREASE  
WATER-PROOF WHITE 
LITHIUM GREASE

Water-proof white lithium grease. Reduces friction in metal-metal, 

metal-rubber and metal-plastic joints. Deeply penetrates joints. Product is 

sprayed on as a liquid and sets up on surfaces as a grease. Does not melt, 

run, wash out or freeze. Protects surfaces against corrosion. Designed for 

wide application in motor vehicles: hinges, locks, limiters, stops, cables, 

coupling rods, brake pipes, drive shafts, battery terminals, aerials, wiper 

mechanisms. At home: door and window guides, hinges, garden machine-

ry and tools.

PRODUCT CODE: GUL6-16EU                        VOLUME: 380 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722158310



M9 SILICONE SPRAY       
SILICONE 
LUBRICANT

All-purpose silicone lubricant. Strongly adheres to the lubricated surface. 

Characterized by resistance to low temperatures and great tensile 

strength. Has excellent dielectric properties. Stops squeaks and creaks, 

lubricates and protects rubber components. Displaces moisture, makes 

rubber components flexible at low temperatures. Forms a water-proof 

layer on the surface and protects it against rust and corrosion. Suitable for 

application on rubber, wooden, plastic and metallic surfaces.

PRODUCT CODE: GUM9-14EU                        VOLUME: 380 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722158341

L7 CHAIN & CABLE LUBE       
ALL-PURPOSE 
CHAIN LUBE 

All purpose chain lube, designed to lubricate all types of chains and wire 

cables. Reduces their wear, noise, prevents oxidation. Contains synthetic 

additives that extend the useful life and improve performance of chains. 

Perfectly adheres to surfaces, reducing friction. Can be safely applied 

both on standard and O-ring chains. Designed for wide range of applica-

tions: at home, in motor vehicles, agricultural machinery, sports 

equipment.

PRODUCT CODE: GUL7-11EU                        VOLUME: 380 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722158327

All-purpose silicone lubricant. Strongly adheres to the lubricated surface. 



CARB MEDIC         
CARBURETOR CHOKE 
& VALVE CLEANER

Cleans moving parts of the carburetor and choke. Does not damage 

catalytic converter or lambda probe. Cleans carburetor without removal. 

Does not require any special tools or equipments. 

PRODUCT CODE: GUM48-14EU                        VOLUME: 380 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722158334

ELECTRONIC CLEANER            
FAST DRYING AND SAFE 
ON MOST PLASTICS 

An all-purpose formula designed to clean contacts and components in 

electrical assemblies and systems. Improves conductivity of electrical 

contacts, improves engine start, ensures correct functioning of electrical 

wiring. Removes grease, dirt, oils, resins, sediments and other deposits 

from spark plugs and other electrical devices. Application: all types 

of metallic contacts, relays, fuse contacts, telephone accessories, magne-

tic heads, potentiometer repair, switches, selectors, sockets, plugs.

PRODUCT CODE: GUNM-6EU                VOLUME: 400 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722157597



CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY CLEANER            
DEEP CLEAN 

An excellent upholstery cleaning foam. Contains a mixture of surfactants 

and active polymers. Penetrates the fabric and effectively removes the 

toughest dirt, greasy and dried-up stains and  from all types of upholstery, 

roof lining and carpets. Safe on surfaces, prevents their colour fading. 

Leaves no residue, has a pleasant scent.

PRODUCT CODE: GUTCU22EU                        VOLUME: 400 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722157603

BRAKE PARTS CLEANER           
NON-CHLORINATED 

An all-purpose formula designed to clean degrease and preserve 

metallic components of the braking system and other metallic surfaces. 

The preparation can be used to clean disc and drum brakes and to 

remove contaminants from tools, clutches and all types of metallic 

surfaces. Quickly and efficiently removes brake dust, oils, fats, sediments, 

chips, stains and contaminants accumulated during operation. Neutral for 

metallic surfaces. Does not contain harmful halogenated solvents.

PRODUCT CODE: GUM7-15EU                                           VOLUME: 400 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722157610



DPF CLEANER             
EFFECTIVELY REGENERATES 

AUTOBODY UNDERCOATING             
PAINTTABLE

Product for regeneration and cleaning of the DPF / FAB diesel particulate 

filter without the need to disassemble it. Effectively removes soot and ash 

deposits. The product evaporates after use, leaving no traces. Use of the 

product restores full efficiency of the diesel particulate filter in the event 

of a power drop or failure caused by filter contamination. Improves engine 

operation and extends filter life. Non-flammable product.

PRODUCT CODE: GUDPF06EU                        VOLUME: 600 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722156781

Product is designed to protect the chassis and vehicle sills against rust 

and corrosion. When applied to the surface of the chassis or the underbo-

dy, The product creates a durable elastic layer that reduces noise, 

protects against stone impact and abrasion, and fills in chips and cracks.

PRODUCT CODE: GUT16-16EU                VOLUME: 600 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722156804

An all-purpose formula designed to clean contacts and components in 

electrical assemblies and systems. Improves conductivity of electrical 

contacts, improves engine start, ensures correct functioning of electrical 

wiring. Removes grease, dirt, oils, resins, sediments and other deposits 

from spark plugs and other electrical devices. Application: all types 

of metallic contacts, relays, fuse contacts, telephone accessories, magne-

tic heads, potentiometer repair, switches, selectors, sockets, plugs.

PRODUCT CODE: GUNM-6EU                VOLUME: 400 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722157597



TIRE AND WHEEL CLEANER
HEAVY DUTY  

Product is designed specifically to be car tough and will break through 

persistent, built up dirt, brake dust and road grime on your wheels and 

tires. The foaming spray works to lift the dirt from the surface and 

penetrates through brake dust. Formula is safe for most types of tires, 

wheels, rims and hubcaps. Test wheel and hubcap with small amount of 

product. 

PRODUCT CODE: GUTFWC22EU                        VOLUME: 600 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722156798

TIRE SHINE                
EXTREME BLACK 

A formula designed to make tires and external plastic components shine. 

Restores the deep and shiny black colour of tires. Protects tires against 

colour fading, cracking, adverse effects of UV rays and de-icing salt. 

Forms a layer protecting against penetration by dirt. On plastic compo-

nents, it conceals light scratches, makes their surface darker and future 

cleaning significantly easier.

PRODUCT CODE:  GUTS17EU                        VOLUME: 400 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722172460
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Blumenthal Brands Integrated (BBI) is an American 

manufacturer of automotive chemicals designed for with 

serious automotive enthusiasts and vehicle maintenance 

professionals. The company has operated in the Ameri-

can market since 1924. The BBI portfolio of products 

includes brands GUNK® and LIQUID WRENCH® and has 

expanded over the years with the growth of the automoti-

ve industry. Each new technical solution invented in the 

automotive industry drew a response: a specialist formu-

la designed to repair, preserve or improve performance 

of  the new component. The most recent achievements in 

vehicle repair technology, support or improve traditional 

methods, and often provide equally effective and signifi-

cantly more affordable alternatives.

ONDO (a private limited liability company) has been the 

exclusive representative of BBI on the Polish market for 

more than 20 years, offering Liquid Wrench and GUNK 

branded products.

Product is designed to protect the chassis and vehicle sills against rust 

and corrosion. When applied to the surface of the chassis or the underbo-

dy, The product creates a durable elastic layer that reduces noise, 

protects against stone impact and abrasion, and fills in chips and cracks.

PRODUCT CODE: GUT16-16EU                VOLUME: 600 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722156804

ENGINE CLEANER & DEGTREASER           
MULTI-SURFACE 

Product is designed to safely clean & degrease every surface of your 

engine. This formula is built to tackle the toughest dirt, grease and oil 

the road can throw at it. The product is safe on all metals and plastics 

under the hood. A clean engine will run cooler, last longer and hold its 

value better over its lifetime.

PRODUCT CODE: GUEBT32EU                VOLUME: 750 ml
EAN CODE: 5905722156774


